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Multilayer optical learning networks
Kelvin Wagner and Demetri Psaltis
A new approach to learning in a multilayer optical neural network based on holographically interconnected
nonlinear devices is presented. The proposed network can learn the interconnections that form a distributed
representation of a desired pattern transformation operation. The interconnections are formed in an
adaptive and self-aligning fashioias volume holographic gratings in photorefractive crystals. Parallel arrays
of globally space-integrated inner products diffracted by the interconnecting hologram illuminate arrays of
nonlinear Fabry-Perot etalons for fast thresholding of the transformed patterns. A phase conjugated
reference wave interferes with a backward propagating error signal to form holographic interference patterns
which are time integrated in the volume of a photorefractive crystal to modify slowly and learn the
appropriate self-aligning interconnections. This multilayer system performs an approximate implementa-
tion of the backpropagation learning procedure in a massively parallel high-speed nonlinear optical network.
1. Introduction
There has been considerable interest in the optics
community in recent years in the optical implementa-
tion of neural network models,1-5 and these have been
considered principally for associative memory applica-
tions.6-15 Incoherent optoelectronic implementations
of matrix vector multipliers with nonlinear electrical
feedback were used to demonstrate that imperfect an-
alog hardware worked surprisingly well in the robust
environment of a neural network. 7 Holographic asso-
ciation with coherent light can be combined with opti-
cal nonlinearities within a strongly pumped phase con-
jugate mirror,8-10 or with the nonlinear thresholding
capabilities of an optical spatial light modulator,6 to
implement image association. Volume holograms can
be repetitively exposed to a number of Bragg angle
multiplexed connectivity patterns to produce a holo-
graphic interconnection matrix." These systems are
programmed to perform a fixed operation by precalcu-
lating the interconnections with an easy learning pro-
cedure, so that fixed points of the idealized neural
dynamics are the desired associative recall. One of the
most intriguing properties of a neural network is the
ability to learn dynamically the interconnections that
correspond to a desired behavior through an iterative
adaptation of the weight matrix through outer product
perturbations.1"4' 5 Optical implementations of adap-
tive associative memories using optoelectronic compo-
nents and spatial light modulator technology have
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been suggested.12 A fascinating all-optical nonlinear
dynamical system for adaptive association based on a
saturating cubic nonlinearity in a phase conjugating
dynamic volume holographic resonator has been pro-
posed.13 An even more powerful learning paradigm,
sometimes called hard learning, involves either error
driven learning, reinforcement learning, or self-orga-
nizing principles.4 5 A hybrid electrooptical approach
to Boltzmann learning has been proposed that is based
on an incoherent optoelectronic matrix-vector multi-
plier interfaced with a microcomputer.14 Error driven
behavioral modification has the ability to sense system
performance and adapt the synaptic weights in a man-
ner which will compensate for some of the device im-
perfections and interconnection misprogrammings
that caused the unwanted behavior. This paper ex-
plores the match between the backpropagation error
driven multilayer learning procedure"2 and optical
networks,15"16 while ignoring the biological implausi-
bility of bidirectional synapses, because of the intrinsic
bidirectionality of optical interconnections. This sys-
tem is a feed forward multilayer perceptron which has
the potential of more general computationally univer-
sal behavior than single-layer associative networks.
However, it differs from the recurrent networks be-
cause all the feedback dynamics are involved in train-
ing the modifiable interconnections and not in pro-
cessing the input. We propose a new optical imple-
mentation of this multilayer learning system which
uses self-aligning volume holograms to bidirectionally
interconnect nonlinear etalons which act as the bidi-
rectional optical neurons. This architecture combines
the robustness of the distributed neural computation
and the backpropagation learning procedure with the
high speed processing of nonlinear etalons, the self-
aligning ability of phase conjugate mirrors, and the
massive storage capacity of volume holograms to pro-
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Fig. 1. Optical backward error propagation architecture with po-
larization multiplexed forward and backward waves, nonreciprocal
polarization filtering, and self-aligning polarization switching vol-
ume hologram.
duce a powerful and flexible parallel optical processor.
One version of a single layer of this optical back-
propagation architecture is shown in Fig. 1, and the
operation is briefly described before discussing the
idealized backpropagation algorithm and the details of
this optical implementation. The learning algorithm
in this single-layer optical perceptron begins with the
repetitive presentation to the network input of the set
of training patterns in a uniformly random sequence.
Initially, the system gives rise to a sequence of output
patterns through the holographic interconnection and
output nonlinearity, which is different from the de-
sired target response sequence. An error pattern is
formed, either electronically or optically, by taking the
difference between the actual output pattern and the
targeted response. The difference pattern is sent
backward through the output neurons and into the
network using the same etalons and holographic inter-
connections, but encoding the error with an orthogonal
polarization, or a slightly different frequency, or
pulsed at a jittered time than the forward-propagating
signal. This multiplexing of the forward and back-
ward waves in orthogonal eigenmodes avoids direct
interference between these waves. Meanwhile, the
undiffracted portion of the input pattern is phase con-
jugated by an auxiliary phase conjugate mirror, which
retroreflects each component of the input wavefront
back toward the position at the input from which it
originated. The phase conjugate beam has the polar-
ization rotated or the wavelength shifted to match the
error encoding to act as a self-aligning reference beam
for the backward-propagating error wavefront. A vol-
ume hologram is recorded within the photorefractive
crystal as the interference pattern between the phase
conjugated input pattern and the backward propagat-
ing error signal. This is mathematically equivalent to
changing the holographic connectivity matrix by the
outer product of signal and error pattern vectors. The
next time that this particular input pattern is present-
ed to the network, it produces a diffraction pattern
that more closely resembles the desired output pat-
tern. Eventually, the hologram will learn the corre-
-spondence between a set of input patterns and the
associated responses as long as the set of input patterns
is linearly separable, which implies that a holographic
interconnection exists that produces the desired pat-
tern transformation. Since the holographic reference
wave is generated by a phase conjugate mirror, as the
network learns it will also self-align as well as correct
for some of the optical imperfections present in the
system components.
When the desired pattern transformation is not lin-
early separable, as in most difficult problems of inter-
est, it is necessary to adaptively implement more com-
plex nonlinear decision surfaces.17 One way that this
can be accomplished is by stacking these single-layer
networks up to form a multilayer network of holo-
graphically interconnected nonlinear devices that is
trainable by backpropagating the error signal through
the layers. When the error pattern strikes the holo-
gram, part of it is diffracted toward the previous layer
of nonlinear devices, known as hidden units, by the
transpose of the interconnection matrix seen by the
forward-propagating patterns, which is the necessary
connectivity for backpropagating the error. The
backpropagation algorithm also requires that the
transmission function of the hidden units to back-
ward-propagating signals be the derivative of the for-
ward mode sigmoid transfer function evaluated at the
current operating level of each device. The derivative
is peaked where the nonlinear sigmoid transfer charac-
teristic has a large differential gain, so that if the
hidden unit is operating in this region the connections
leading to it will be strongly modified by the efficiently
transmitted error signal, thereby helping that neuron
to decide that it should be either high or low on subse-
quent presentations and not between. The multiple
layers of interconnections will be continuously modi-
fied until all the patterns within the training set pro-
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Fig. 2. Two-layer network for backpropagation learning, feed for-
ward equations, backward-error-propagation equations, and learn-
ing rule.
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duce outputs very near the flat upper or lower levels of
the nonlinear device sigmoid response, so that the
error signals are not allowed to backpropagate through
the network. When convergence is reached, the error
signals that are generated at the final layer become
very small for all members of the training set.
II. Backpropagation Learning Procedure
In this section we briefly review the derivation of the
backward error propagation learning procedure", to
establish the notation and encapsulate the system
characteristics that the optical architecture must in-
corporate. A schematic representation of a two-layer
network is shown in Fig. 2, which consists of an input
layer globally interconnected to a hidden layer, which
is interconnected through a second weighted commu-
nication network to an output layer. The interconnec-
tion strengths are modifiable, so that the system can be
trained to perform a desired pattern transformation
from the input space to the output space. The binary
signals applied to the input layer of N, neurons are
reproduced at the output of these neurons as binary
outputs, which are the inputs to the first layer, so that ii
o1). The outputs of the first layer are interconnect-
ed through an N2 X N, weight matrix w5P to a hidden
layer consisting of N2 neurons, forming presynaptic
input strengths which are linear combinations of the
outputs from the previous layer:
N1
s51) = ZW51)o('). (1)
I= 1
The hidden layer of neurons performs a soft threshold-
ing operation on these presynaptic inputs, with a non-
linear sigmoid response f(s), forming the outputs of the
hidden layer which become the inputs to the second
layer:
o5 f[S5')] = f w)'] (2)
The outputs of the hidden layer are interconnected
through the N 3 X N2 weight matrix w, which gives
the N 3 presynaptic network input to the final output
layer, as a linear combination of the hidden layer out-
puts:
N2
2)= Wi (3)
j=1
The final layer performs the same nonlinear soft
thresholding operation as the hidden layer giving the
N 3 network outputs:
o 3 = ok = f [S2)] = f[ wk)o52)J (4)
These outputs represent the response of the network
for a given set of inputs ii, and it is the job of the
training procedure to modify the interconnection
weight matrices so that the actual response closely
approximates the desired system response. Not all
input-output mappings are possible in a network of a
specific size, but complex problems of a cognitive na-
ture with fuzzy decision boundaries have been effi-
ciently performed in a multilayer network of this
type.' 8
The desired response for the input ii(n), presented at
the input of the network on the nth machine cycle, is
given by a target vector tk(n), which differs from the
network output ok(n), so the network error vector is
given by k(n) = [tk(n) - k(n)]. A positive definite
mean-squares error (MSE) energy functional can be
formed to characterize the systems behavior, and mini-
mizing this function for all n will improve the quality of
the behavior of the multilayer network:
N3
E(n) = 1/2 , [tK(n) -o(n)]2.
k=1
(5)
A gradient descent procedure can be employed to mod-
ify the elements of the weight matrices and push them
in the direction that improves the network perfor-
mance, as measured by the MSE energy function, on
subsequent presentations of a given pattern:
(wkm) , _ E OEiawM
hi'7
(6)
This weight update rule is designed to move the
weights in a direction that rolls down the gradient of
the energy surface in an amount which is proportional
to the local slope. Ideally, the energy function should
be averaged over the entire set of training patterns, so
that the modification of the weight matrices is in the
appropriate direction to improve the system response
for the entire training set. However, a temporally
localized learning can be performed by using a small
acceleration coefficient i1 and modifying the weights
after individual pattern presentations. The modifica-
tion of the weights that results after cyclically present-
ing the training set in arbitrary order many times can
approximate the desired change. The gradient de-
scent is calculated by using the chain rule and repre-
senting the derivative of the energy function with re-
spect to the weight matrix elements as a product of two
parts, the backpropagating error and the forward-
propagating signal:
O9E OE sM)hdE~') - 8s~ aw) = - (m)O(m) (7)
The derivative of the energy with respect to the pre-
synaptic input to the mth layer is defined to be 6('),
which is the backpropagating error signal in that layer.
In the final layer this term is similar to the standard
form of a least-mean-squares (LMS) error signal, as
originally derived for the single-layer Adaline:19
6(2) = E = E _ O 2[
k 2 -O~l~Os2 = (tk - Okdf [ 2 ]. (8)
The first term is found by directly differentiating
the energy function, which yields the standard error
signal used in adaptive filters, and the second term is
found by differentiating the nonlinear response of the
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Fig. 3. Bidirectional neuron
mode saturating nonlinear
response is a nonlinear soft thresholding for forward-
MIt' pli propagating signals and a multiplier that only allows a
b backward propagating error through the neuron when
f the slope of the forward mode operation is large. The
transmitted components of the backpropagating error
vector are only large when the corresponding output
t > -Oer 1-xtf-e x 10 neurons are operating in the steep thresholding regime
where the derivative is large, and that component was
significantly in error at the network output. Any neu-
ron that had decided that it is a one or zero by being
well above or below the threshold knee inefficiently
3 2 4 6 3 >10 transmits the error back into the previous layer of the
for backpropagation, its forward- network. From the definition of the change in the
ity, and magnified derivative. weight matrix given in Eq. (6) and the chain rule ex-
pansion of Eq. (7) we can write the form of the weight
update rule for the mth layer according to this first-
order gradient descent procedure:
neurons. The significance of Eq. (9) is that to trans-
late the kth component of the output error vector back
into the final layer of the network it must simply be
multiplied by a value which is locally computable with-
in the kth output neuron. Thus the network output
error function ak = (tk - Ok) can be sent back through
the corresponding output layer neurons, which multi-
ply the error component by the derivative of the non-
linear sigmoid response at the current operating level
of that output neuron. The error signal which is used
to program the weights of the final layer is propagated
back through those weights by multiplying by wk]J Iand
all the appropriately weighted error signals converging
on the jth hidden neuron are summed to form a back-
propagating presynaptic network input. The weight-
ed sum of the error functions transmitted in the back-
ward direction by the final layer is computed using the
same interconnection matrix seen in the forward pro-
cessing mode, but summing over the N3 output neu-
rons using the transpose of the matrix which is used for
the forward-propagating interconnection:
-(l = E _ - E Oo25(1) = 0s5') - d (2) as5)
[E os(2) Oot2 j] ds~ = [3I62)W5)] f [s5 (.)] (9)
This represents an iterative algorithm for successively
computing the error function at deeper layers back
toward the beginning of the network in terms of the
error function injected back into the final layer. Al-
ternatively, this algorithm can be considered to repre-
sent a wavefront that backpropagates through the net-
work, multiplying by the weights, accumulating at the
neurons, and multiplying by the neurons backward
transmittance to compute the appropriate error to
program the previous layer. The network is highly
nonlinear in the forward-propagating direction, but
the backpropagating wavefront is computed using only
linear operations.
The neurons must, therefore, have two signal path-
ways as shown in Fig. 3. The two pathways share the
same weights on the connected layers, but the neuron
w4)(n + 1) = w~jn)(n) + 76(m)o(m) (10)
The error transmitted by the neurons back into the
previous layer of interconnections is used to modify
the weights of that layer through this outer product
update rule. The weighted interconnection wbi is
carrying the output from the jth neuron in the mth
layer otm) to the kth neuron in the (m + 1)st layer,
which is simultaneously broadcasting the error func-
tion 6(m) back into the mth layer of the network. The
product of this forward-propagating signal and back-
ward-propagating error takes place within each
weighted synaptic connection as the desired weight
update contribution, completely independently of
what is taking place within all the other weighted
connections, and this is the only information needed to
update that weight, so this learning rule can be said to
be a local update rule. The training procedure for the
final layer of weights is given by an appropriate outer
product learning rule, which is a local update rule that
takes place within each weighted signal pathway, but
the problem of credit assignment of the MSE energy to
the earlier layer has been solved by nonlocally back-
propagating the error vector. This is referred to as the
backward error propagation algorithm for training
multilayer networks, and it can be further generalized
to N layer networks or networks with feed forward
interconnections, e.g., when the first layer connects
directly with the output layer as well as indirectly
through the hidden layer to the output layer. For
more details of the derivation, operation and utility of
this multilayer network training algorithm the reader
is referred to Refs. 1, 2, and 18.
Ill. Optical Implementation
The optical implementation of a backpropagation
network requires two basic bidirectional components,
the interconnection matrices, and the nonlinear units.
Volume holograms appear as the most promising can-
didate for implementation of an interconnection ma-
trix because of the large storage capacity possible with-
in the volume of a crystal and the dynamic response
possible with a photorefractive crystal. The readout
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of a volume hologram can be accomplished with either
a forward-propagating beam or a backward-propaga-
tion. Spatial light modulators (SLMs) could also be
used as the interconnection element for small net-
works, but they would have to be both bidirectional
and optically addressable to be used in a backpropaga-
tion network. In this paper a new self-aligning ap-
proach to adaptively forming optical interconnections
based on phase conjugating one of the undiffracted
beams is presented. This technique uses interfero-
metric detection in the volume of a photorefractive
crystal to accomplish all the outer product multiplica-
tions necessary for weight matrix perturbation.
These N, X N2 weight updates are calculated in paral-
lel by exposing the crystal with N, phase conjugated
collapsing spherical waves and N2 expanding spherical
waves simultaneously.
The nonlinear units or neurons need to threshold the
forward-propagating beam while transmitting the
backward beam only when the forward beam nonlin-
earity is in the high slope, or undecided, regime of
operation. A special purpose, bidirectional, detector
modulator pair array structure could be tailored to
generate the desired backpropagation neuron respons-
es by utilizing the appropriate integrated electronic
circuitry, but the individual neurons could become
quite complicated with this conventional optoelec-
tronic integrated circuit approach. Appropriately
modified transmissive spatial light modulators might
be considered for backpropagation neurons, and one
possible structure of this type is illustrated in Fig. 4.
In this type of birefringent SLM, crossed polarizers are
placed on either side of an electrooptic medium which
is optically addressed by a photoconductor. A high
voltage is applied across a transparent conductor in
contact with the photoconductor on one side and a
transparent conductor on the other. To use this type of
electrooptic device as a backpropagation neuron the
induced birefringence must be doubled for the back-
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Fig. 4. Input output relations for a special purpose bidirectional
optically addressed spatial light modulator backpropagation neu-
ron: PC = photoconductor; EO = electrooptic; TC = transparent
conductor.
ward propagating wave to obtain a saturating forward
nonlinearity while obtaining a derivative backward
multiplication. This can be accomplished by a pair of
photoconductors, both addressed by the same forward
propagating beam, where one is used to modulate the
forward-propagating device which is biased with a
voltage VT, while the other is used to modulate an EO
device with a saturation voltage 2V,. The forward-
propagating modulator is used to modulate a fixed
intensity pump Io so that a single half-cycle of a satu-
rating nonlinearity can be generated, 1 = Io sin2( /
Isat) for 1' < Iat, and I, = Io otherwise. The back-
ward-propagating moduLator is used to multiply the
backward-propagating error signal by a function I7'1
= I: sin2(217l/Isat) for 17' < Isat, and I -= 0 other-
wise, and this is of the form of the desired derivative
multiplication. Since the two functions required of a
backpropagation neuron can also be accomplished
with a simpler nonlinear resonator structure, and the
response time of these nonlinear etalons can be ex-
tremely fast compared to SLM technology, they were
chosen for study in the architecture presented in this
paper.
A. Nonlinear Fabry-Perot Backpropagation Neurons
Nonlinear Fabry-Perot etalons20 are a promising
candidate for implementing the neurons in an optical
learning network because they can perform nonlinear
operations on arrays of coherent beams, which allows
the outputs to be used to record and modify intercon-
nection holograms. A soft thresholding operation can
be performed on a forward-propagating beam by de-
creasing the cavity detuning below the critical detun-
ing needed for bistability.20 These optical neurons
cannot easily implement the idealized derivative
transmission required for backpropagation, but a simi-
lar peaked response can be obtained by operating a
nonlinear etalon in the probe mode2' for the backward-
propagating error signal. In this mode, the Fabry-
Perot resonance is scanned by the nonlinear depen-
dence of the index on the intracavity intensity, which
varies i response to the high power forward beam
intensity. The weak backward-propagating probe
beam does not scan the cavity, but it is modulated by
the current state of the cavity transmission function,
which is the appropriate multiplication type of re-
sponse needed in the backward direction. The probe
mode transmission is peaked at the resonance of the
Fabry-Perot, which occurs when the sigmoid response
to the forward beam reaches the upper level. The
peak maximum is not exactly at the region of the
highest slope of the forward beams nonlinear sigmoid
response, but since the forward and backward beams
have different polarizations, or different wavelengths,
the resonance function can be offset to achieve a prop-
erly positioned probe beam resonance peak.
In the polarization multiplexed case this shift can be
induced by including a thin birefringent sheet in the
cavity,2 2 or perhaps a tunable birefringence can be
caused by applying a static external field to the cavity.
This type of birefringent nonlinear Fabry-Perot etalon
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Fig. 5. Nonlinear Fabry-Perot etalon sigmoid response, its deriva-
tive, and the probe mode transmission for the two polarizations with
an auxiliary intracavity birefringence.
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Fig. 6. Dual-cavity nonlinear Fabry-Perot etalon with forward-
propagating nonlinear response and backward-propagating scanned
resonance probe mode transmission
and a simulation of the forward-mode sigmoid transfer
function is shown in Fig. 5 along with its derivative and
the shifted probe mode response approximation to this
derivative. This device can implement the desired
sigmoid nonlinearity of the high intensity forward-
propagating signals with a differential gain greater
than one, although the actual gain in transmission is
less than one. The probe mode response is not sym-
metric about the peak because the Airy function reso-
nance is scanned by the intracavity intensity which is
equal to the transmitted sigmoid response divided by
the backmirror transmittance. This asymmetry con-
tinues to allow signals that are above threshold to build
up interconnection gratings in the previous stage cor-
responding to correlated inputs, thereby partially
compensating for the slow forgetting of gratings by the
volume hologram. However, the high level of trans-
mission for the probe beam when the etalon pump is
below threshold is undesirable. By decreasing the
finesse of the cavity to the forward-propagating beam a
trade-off can be made between the peak width and off- -
resonance transmission of the probe mode response,
with the switching energy for the forward-propagating
nonlinear device characteristic.
Another possibility would be to use two closely
spaced cavities, both addressed by the same forward-
and backward-propagating resolution spots, as illus-
trated in Fig. 6. In this case one cavity is optimized to
produce a sigmoid response of the forward-propagat-
ing beam while blocking the backward-propagating
error signal, while the other cavity is resonant to the
backward- propagating beam. The Fabry-Perot reso-
nance of the backpropagating cavity is linearly
scanned by the 100% reflected forward-propagating
incident intensity, thereby producing a good approxi-
mation to the desired symmetric derivative response.
We expect that learning and eventual convergence can
be achieved in a multilayer optical network with the
forward and backward response that can be obtained
from these scanned resonance devices, even though the
responses do not precisely match the nominal respons-
es of the backpropagation algorithm because of the
robustness of this gradient descent learning procedure.
B. Description of a Single Layer of the Optical
Architecture
A single layer of an architecture that can perform
this type of multilayer perceptron learning procedure,
using polarization multiplexing of the forward-propa-
gating processing beam and backward-propagating
teaching beam, is shown in Fig. 1. The illustrated
architecture is one implementation of this class of
backward-error-propagating holographic learning ma-
chines that serves to illustrate the principles involved.
Notice that no lenses are shown in this diagram be-
cause the volume hologram can perform the desired
weighted interconnection imaging by exposing it with
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the proper expanding image and focusing reference
beam to form a Fresnel volume hologram. If Fourier
lenses are inserted between the etalon arrays and the
volume holographic crystal, the exposed hologram will
be a Fourier hologram with planar fringes, and the
momentum space analysis will be simplified, but the
processor learning and self-aligning operations will be
similar.
The forward-propagating pattern vector transmit-
ted by the anisotropic nonlinear etalon array on the
left-hand side of the figure is polarized at a -45° angle
and is rotated clockwise by 450 as it passes through the
nonreciprocal Faraday rotator so that it becomes hori-
zontally polarized. This aligns the forward-propagat-
ing beam with the polarizer allowing it to pass and
illuminate the polarization switching volume holo-
gram. The diffracted beam consists of a weighted
interconnection of the forward-propagating pattern
vector by the current state of the holographically rep-
resented interconnection matrix, stored as a superpo-
sition of curved and chirping space charge gratings
within the photorefractive crystal. The diffracted
beam is polarization switched by the birefringent dif-
fraction mechanism to an orthogonal polarization to
the input, and this vertical polarization state is rotated
clockwise by 450 through the following Faraday rota-
tor so that it falls on the next etalon array with the
same -450 polarization as the forward-propagating
transmitted beam from the previous stage. The un-
diffracted beam passes straight through the volume
hologram and has its vertical polarization rotated by
450 as it passes through the Faraday rotator, so that it
falls on the phase conjugate mirror (PCM) with a po-
larization angle of 450, the same as the counterpropa-
gating pump beams (which are not shown), producing
an identically polarized phase conjugate beam, which
is composed of an array of beams that retroreflect back
toward the etalon sources that each originated from.
This phase conjugate beam passes through the nonre-
ciprocal Faraday rotator picking up another 450 rota-
tion (instead of unwrapping the rotation as would oc-
cur with a reciprocal optical activity based rotator),
emerging vertically polarized to act as the reference
beam array for the self-aligning holographic outer
product exposure with the backward-propagating er-
ror signal. The backward-propagating error signal
emerges from the backside of the output etalon array
with a 450 polarization that is orthogonal to the for-
ward-propagating beam. This allows for the polariza-
tion filtering based separation of the reflected for-
ward-propagating beam from the transmitted back-
ward-propagating beam as well as the independent
tuning of the relative Fabry-Perot resonance position
of the forward- and backward-propagating beams.
The backward propagating error signal is rotated to a
vertical polarization by the Faraday rotator so that it
interferes in the volume hologram with the vertically
polarized phase conjugate reference beam and not with
the horizontally polarized undiffracted forward-prop-
agating signal. The interference of a backward-prop-
agating error signal emerging from a particular etalon
at the output with the phase conjugated forward-prop-
agating beam emerging from a particular etalon from
the input produces a self-aligning volume Fresnel ho-
lographic interference pattern that interconnects
these two etalons for both forward- and backward-
propagating beams with the exact same diffraction
efficiency, or weight, due to the reciprocity of linear
electromagnetic systems. The interference of the
backward-propagating error beam with the phase con-
jugate of the forward-propagating beam records a
Fresnel grating due to each pair of beams that is
present, perturbing the weighted interconnection ma-
trix represented by the hologram by the outer product
of the signal and error vectors and thereby pushing the
matrix toward the desired interconnection solution.
The backward-propagating beam is polarization
switched by the volume holographic diffraction mech-
anism, producing a horizontally polarized beam which
is the appropriate weighted summation of the error
signal by the transpose of the interconnection matrix
seen by the forward-propagating beam. This passes
through the polarizer and is Faraday rotated by 45 to
be incident on the etalon array with a 450 polarization
angle, orthogonal to the forward-propagating beam,
and the same as the backward-propagating beam which
emerged from the previous output layer. The undif-
fracted phase conjugate of the forward-propagating
beam needs to be blocked so that it is not confused with
the copropagating diffracted backward-error-propagat-
ing signal, and this is accomplished by the polarizer
which blocks the vertical polarization of the undesired
phase conjugate reference beam. The indicated nonre-
ciprocal polarization filtering will also remove the un-
wanted reflections from the nonlinear etalons and un-
wanted diffraction terms produced by the hologram.
The diffracted phase conjugate reference and undif-
fracted backward-error signal emerge at a different an-
gle and will not focus on the etalon; thus they can be
ignored, or they can be examined to determine interme-
diate states of the hidden neurons. Each layer is com-
pletely compatible with the previous and the following
layers so this type of learning network can be stacked up
to form a complex multilayer learning machine.
C. Requirements for the Holographic Interconnection
The dynamic holographic interconnection tech-
nique described in this paper is based on the photore-
fractive effect, which is a light-induced index of refrac-
tion modulation that occurs in photoconductive
electrooptic crystals. A space charge grating image of
an interference profile is created by carriers ionized
from fixed traps into the conduction band, where the
mobile carriers redistribute under the influence of
drift, diffusion, and bulk photovoltaic effects, until
they recombine with an unoccupied trap. The redis-
tributed optically generated carriers produce a space
charge grating with a fundamental Fourier component
that may be phase shifted from the interference pro-
file. The spatial variations of the resulting space
charge pattern produce a corresponding electric field
through Poisson's equation. This space charge field
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induces an electrooptic modulation of the local imper-
meability tensor as long as the appropriate electroop-
tic tensor coefficient is nonzero. In turn, this couples
the input field into a diffracted output field as long as
the appropriate impermeability tensor coefficient is
nonzero. The implementation presented in the previ-
ous section is based on a polarization switching diffrac-
tion mechanism for which it is required to have an off-
diagonal impermeability tensor coefficient. This
requires electrooptic tensor coefficients in the bottom
half of the reduced subscript electroopotic matrix,
which can take place in some electrooptic volume holo-
graphic materials, such as Bi12SiO2 0, LiNbO 3 , BaTiO 3 ,
and GaAs. Self-aligning recording combined with po-
larization switching diffraction between linear eigen-
modes requires an optically isotropic medium (or one
in which anisotropy can be eliminated through the
application of a static field), with no optical activity,
and these conditions imply that a material of symme-
try group 43m, such as some III-V semiconductors
(e.g., GaAs or InP), should be used as the photorefrac-
tive holographic medium. The efficiency of the dif-
fraction depends on the effective coupling strength
which depends on the angle of the gratings, polariza-
tion of the input wave, and momentum matching
(Bragg) condition in a rather complicated fashion.
However, use of a Fresnel hologram can produce an
averaging over all these effects for all the interconnec-
tion holograms, while in a Fourier hologram with pla-
nar fringes each grating has a different diffraction
efficiency.
The polarization switching diffraction efficiency
and the holographic storage capacity can be simulta-
neously maximized by having the input and output
beams propagating at large angles, as indicated in the
figure. The unwanted polarization switching grating
exposures due to the simultaneous presence of multi-
ple reference (or object) beams produce crosstalk of
the undiffracted forward-propagating beam, which
can be eliminated with the indicated polarization fil-
tering. The storage capacity of the volume hologram
will enforce limits on the number of nonlinear devices
that can be interconnected and on their topology be-
cause of the cone of ambiguity associated with Bragg
diffraction. 2 3 A sparse array of etalons will have to be
utilized to implement a fully global interconnection
without unwanted crosstalk, which will also facilitate
the dissipation of heat generated in the nonlinear eta-
lons and thereby allow a very high speed of operation.
However, the learning operation must occur slowly for
the backpropagation algorithm to converge properly,
and this is well matched with most photorefractive
crystal volume holograms, because the crystal re-
sponse times are slow, and the perturbation of an exist-
ing space-charge grating by a single outer product ex-
posure is very small.
It is necessary to be able to both selectively erase
holographic gratings, thus decreasing the connection
strength between particular etalons, as well as to
strengthen individual gratings thereby increasing the
corresponding elements of the interconnection matrix.
Selective erasure can be accomplished by using a phase
encoded backward-propagating error signal, where a
phase angle of 0 is used to represent all positive error
signals, and a phase angle of or is used to represent all
negative error signals. Fresnel gratings that are built
up with a phase angle of 0 can have the corresponding
interconnection decreased selectively by shifting the
recording interference profile by 7r, as demonstrated in
Sec. V, and by Huignard for Fourier holograms.24 Al-
ternatively, selective interconnection erasure might be
accomplished by strengthening interconnection grat-
ings when the applied bias field is in one direction,
causing the resulting space charge grating to shift away
from the optical intensity profile in the direction of the
E field by approximately 7r/2, while decreasing inter-
connection gratings when the bias field is reversed,
producing a canceling space charger grating with a
phase shift of -7r/2. Another approach to decreasing
interconnection strength would be to rely on the simul-
taneous erasure of all the gratings by the optical read-
out and thermal effects, thereby inserting a forgetting
term in the dynamical equation for the holographically
represented interconnection matrix. This approach
requires continuous reinforcement to avoid forgetting
everything that has been learned. Once learning has
been completed a mechanism of fixing the hologram
could be used to make the interconnections perma-
nent. 2 5
A scheme must be devised to implement negative
interconnection stengths, or else all the signals must be
placed on an appropriate bias. An attractive possi-
bility for the implementation of bipolar weights is to
use the phase shift of each grating to represent its sign
and count on destructive interference within each non-
linear etalon to subtract the positively and negatively
weighted diffracted components. This approach is
sensitive to the phase response of the etalons, so it is
necessary to minimize (or to compensate for) nonlinear
phase shifts produced by the etalons and to avoid
phase sensitive switching behavior in the etalons.26
IV. Self-Aligning Bidirectional Volume Holographic
Interconnections
The preliminary analysis of a bidirectional optical
interconnection system begins with an explanation of
the recording of a hologram by using a phase conjugat-
ed reference beam. The 1-D system used in this analy-
sis is presented in Fig. 7 and consists of two lines
(planes) of optical neurons which need to be intercon-
nected by a volume hologram. The phase conjugate
mirror is used to conjugate the expanding waves emit-
ted from one plane of neurons and retroreflect them
back toward the sources from which they emerged, and
either direction can be the one chosen to be conjugat-
ed. The field emitted by a line ofJneurons, separated
by D, with an aperture profile h(xo,yo), and propagat-
ing at an off-axis angle with spatial frequency a is a
linear combination of off-axis spherically expanding
waves propagating toward the right. The undiffract-
ed field that passes straight through the volume holo-
gram (in the undepleted pump approximation) and
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strikes the phase conjugate mirror (PCM) is simple in
the Fraunhofer regime of the individual apertures,
which for an aperture profile width of d is valid for z >>
7rd2/X, ( >> 1 mm for a 10-Am aperture) and is always
valid for Gaussian apertures:
A(x',y',z,,t) = exp(-i2irvt) ex( X ) ajh(xo-jDyo) exp(i27raxo) exp{i(r/Xz,)[(x 0 - x')2 + (yo -y')]Idxodyo
- exp(-i2?rvt) ( ) exp(i27rjDa) expli(7r/Xz9)[(x'- JD)2 + y'21 H XJD + a,iX XZ
In this expression the neural activity pattern vector a
is represented as a spatially multiplexed array of eta-
lon output fields which will be used for learning, but
the intensities IaJI2 are a more likely representation of
the neuron outputs that will be used for subsequent
nonlinear processing.
Each source produces an off-axis expanding spheri-
cal wave with a linear phase factor given by the source
position. The Fourier transform of a source aperture
is given by H(u,v) and its size and position shift with
the propagation distance zip The distance between
the input plane of neurons and the front size of the
volume hologram is zo, the thickness of the hologram is
L, the index of refraction of the photorefractive medi-
um is no, and the distance from the hologram to the
This equation represents a left propagating quadrati-
cally curved superposition of waves that are focusing
toward the J source neurons. The profiles of these
focusing beams are given by the transform of the indi-
vidual source apertures H(u + a',v) that are scaled and
shifted with the z coordinate within the holographic
medium.
Similarly, the backpropagating error field emitted
by a line of K neurons separated by D' in the second
layer can be described as a superimposition of spheri-
cally expanding waves. The separation between the
output neurons and a plane z within the hologram is z
= z, + noz, which is a reversed coordinate from that
used for the forward-propagating wave:
/.p 2r 
B(xsy~z~t) = exp(-i2irpt) A I bkh(x1 - kD',y1 ) exp(i2irax1) expi(-7r/Xz)[(x1 -x) 2 + (y-y) 2 ]}dx1dy1/.pzt 2)r = e2(+ Ar)-.-\JJ
exp(-i2irvt) e " --- bx) exp(i2rkD'a) expli(r/Xz)(x - kD')2 + IH (- D+ D) -
k
phase conjugate mirror is z,; thus the total optical path
length between the neurons and the PCM is z, = zo +
noL + z,. This wavefront is phase conjugated by the
PCM, which retroreflects each expanding spherical
wavefront back toward its point of origin. The result-
ing field within the holographic crystal is dependent on
the z coordinate, and since both writing waves are
incident on the hologram from the right, z is defined to
be zero at the right edge of the crystal and increased to
L at the left edge. The phase conjugated reference
wave within the hologram is most easily expressed in
terms of the optical path length between the input
neurons and a given plane within the hologram, z' = zo
+ (L - z)no.
exp(-i z')
A*(x,y,z,t) = exp(-i2irvt) -iZ, a; exp(-i2irjDa)
X expl-i(7r/Wz')[(x - jD) 2 + yI'II
XH*(xjD+,, Y ) (12)
Self R igning Recrding
L - -
I
b,
I I
, ' B~~idir...ti-Ia Readout,
aJ- s~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. b bk.,
Fig. 7. Self-aligning bidirectional dynamic volume holographic in-
terconnection using a phase conjugated reference
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-
Fig. 8. Diffracted spot produced by a high diffraction efficiency
lensless Fresnel volume hologram recorded in LiNbO 3 and an expo-
sure which shows just the peak.
This backpropagating error vector bk produces a wave-
front that interferes with the retroreflected phase con-
jugate wavefronts due to the forward-propagating
sources in the first layer within the volume hologram.
This records a self-aligning interference pattern that
modulates the index of refraction within the holo-
graphic medium. The modulation term can be ex-
pressed as a curved and chirping fringe pattern within
the overlap region of the diffracting wavefronts in the
crystal. The repetitive presentation of training pat-
terns and bipolar error patterns to the front and back
of the single layer being described will result in the
time integration of successive outer product connectiv-
ity patterns:
T(x,y,z,t) J |i[A*(xy,z,t')B*(xy,z,tI)]dt'
E EZ [J0 a,(t)b (t')dt] JR_? [H* ( -kD +
X 2 cos( + [(X-ID)2 +y2 + (X-kD) 2 +y2 +D + kD')
This expression represents a superposition of KJfam-
ilies of elliptical fringes within the volume of the holo-
gram with each pair of sources at the foci of a set of
elliptical shells, and zt = zo + nL + z is the total
distance between the etalon planes. This time-inte-
grated interference pattern will be transformed into a
proportional index modulation with a possible phase
shift through the photorefractive effect.
For the chirped and curved volume Fresnel phase
holograms being analyzed here a momentum space
analysis is inappropriate, since spatial frequency and
fringe tilt are spatially varying, resulting in a poorly
defined perturbation momentum vector; thus an ex-
plicit integration of the diffracted field produced at
each z-plane should be carried out instead. After the
hologram is recorded, it is reilluminated by a weighted
superposition of expanding spherical waves which are
diffracted by all the index modulations that are
present. This analysis can be carried out for either
forward- or backward-propagating waves in an identi-
cal manner, but we only consider illumination with a
forward-propagating wave here. When the volume
hologram is illuminated by the diffracted wavefront
from a new input neural activity pattern a',., the dif-
fracted field at each plane z will contain a matched
term, which will produce focusing wavefronts propa-
gating toward the output neurons and a number of
Oct f Plae Bragg S1Ili1ty
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Fig. 9. Positional sensitivity of the Fresnel volume hologram: (a)
out of the primary interaction plane; (b) in the interaction plane.
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unwanted crosstalk terms. Combining the results of
Eqs. (12) and (13) we can derive an expression for the
diffracted field produced at each plane of the volume
hologram:
D(x,y,z,t) K A'(x,y,z,t) f9 ?[A*(xy,z,t')B*(xy,z,t')Idt'
i T(xy,z) exp(-i2irvt) (A . aexp(i2-rl'Da) expli(7r/Xz')[(x - j'D)2 + y2 IH( -j +a, 
= exp(-i2rvt) 2 a2 a, , aj(t')bk(t')dt'
i 7r -\exp-1-z(,2j ) y1
X- - expi27ra[(j' - j)D + kD']I expi(7r/Xz')[('2 -)D 2- 2Dx(j - ')] expj-i(r/Xz)(x - kD')2 + y2]
-ixz
X H*( D +a, )H(j + a, Y )H* (xjD +a, ) .
With the approximations that the last two terms ap-_
proximately overlap so that the product is equal to a
constant, and the paraxial approximation, the diffract-
ed field can be propagated to the plane of output
neurons from any diffracting plane within the volume
hologram. This is assuming the undepleted pump
approximation, which is a reasonable approximation
for diffraction efficiency <10%. Each plane of infini-
tesimal thickness produces an appropriate focusing
contribution, with the appropriate focal length, mag-
nification, and phase to produce a focal spot with pro-
file h(x 1 - kD' - (j - j')D(Iz'),yl). We need to sum
up all the contribution throughout the thickness L of
the hologram to obtain a Bragg selection condition,
which will require j = j', so that focal spots are only
produced at each of the K output neurons:
In this equation a number of simplifications have been
made, but the neglected terms will lead to an increase
in the Bragg selectivity. All the phase factors have
been lumped into the term exp(ip). The integration
over z produces a sine function of (j - j'), which is
analogous to the thick hologram Bragg condition for
these elliptical fringes. As long as the separations
between the input neurons D, and output neurons D',
are large enough for a given hologram thickness L and
recording geometry, zo,zi,a, we can assume perfect
Bragg selectivity, and, therefore, j = j'. This would be
the normal Bragg condition if Fourier lenses were in-
serted in the processor, and its results in a positional
selectivity in the plane of the lines of neurons which
effectively eliminates all the unwanted shift-invariant
crosstalk terms that are present with a thin holograph-
ic grating.
e(xl,yl,t) L[ Xz ) JJ D(xy,z,t) expi(ir/)[(x1 - x)2 + (y -y)2]}dxdy]dz
a exp(-i27rvt) exp(-i27raxj) exp(io) a, E aj'(t')bkWt) dt'
X J h(xl-kD'-(J-j')D ,) exp[iaD(J-j') 4]dz
exp(-i2irvt) exp(-i2irax1) exp(iq') * aj 1 3 J a(t')b*(t')dt'
Xh(xl-kD'-(j-j')D + z L sinc n - )
a exp(-i2irvt) exp(-i2iraxj) exp(isp) , a, [J aj(t')b1 (t')dt'] h(x1 -kD',y). (16)
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For a hologram thickness n0L = 1 cm, placed 1 cm
off-axis and 10 cm from input and output neural planes
we can separate the etalons by D 100 Aim, (at the
fourth zero of the sinc), allowing 100 to be packed per
centimeter. However, for a 900 diffraction angle, as
illustrated in Fig. 6, we can bring the etalons to within
D 10 m of each other allowing a linear packing
density of 1000 etalons/cm. When 2-D arrays of neu-
rons are to be interconnected additional constraints
must be imposed on their topology to achieve the ap-
propriate selectivity of the diffracted orders, and only
a spare selection of a 2-D array of etalons may be
utilized, containing between 104 and 105 etalons/in.2 .23
An appropriate topology for the utilized etalons can be
derived by considering the interconnection to be space
variant in the interaction plane and space invariant in
the orthogonal dimension. In the case of a Fresnel
volume hologram there is some space-variant widening
of the impulse response in the direction orthogonal to
the interaction plane, which is not present with Fouri-
er holograms.
The resulting field incident on the spatially multi-
plexed output neurons is found to be proportional to
the desired matrix vector product of the input activity
pattern a, with the time-integrated outer product of the
sequence of forward and backward waves. The inten-
sity at the output neural plane is given by the modulus
squared of the field, and this intensity will be detected
by the neurons and used for subsequent nonlinear
processing.
This is a fully self-aligning dynamic volume holo-
graphic global interconnection scheme which works
reciprocally for forward and backward waves as re-
quired by the backpropagation algorithm. This inter-
connection technique requires no lenses, because the
Fresnel hologram accomplishes the imaging operation.
V. Experimental Investigation of Fresnel Volume
Hologram Interconnections
Volume Fresnel holograms were recorded in photor-
efractive crystals as the interference pattern between
expanding and collapsing spherical waves to test their
capabilities as lensless interconnection elements.
When this volume hologram was reilluminated by one
or more of an array of expanding reference beams, the
collapsing spherical object waves were reproduced,
which focused to an array of small spots at the output
plane. First, a single input point was interconnected
to a single output point using an expanding wave inter-
fered with a collapsing wave in the volume of a LiNbO 3
crystal, and the interference pattern was time integrat-
ed for several minutes to build up a reasonably high
diffraction efficiency grating. A magnified image of
the diffracted focal spot which was produced at the
output plane when the crystal was reilluminated by the
expanding reference beam is shown in Fig. 8. A good
focused spot is produced, but when the film is overex-
posed a large amount of sidelobe structure becomes
apparent. A large amount of fanning of the diffracted
light is produced in the plane of the crystal c axis due to
the recording of additional gratings in the crystal be-
tween the reference beam and scattered object beam.
A vertical line appears at the output plane which is due
to the Bragg matched diffraction of the reference beam
by the gratings formed between the scattered reference
with the object beam, and this line is actually a small
part of a large circle of confusion which passes through
the reference source and the object virtual source.
These fanning components built up over a longer time
scale than the desired focusing diffracted light and
were not visible with short holographic exposures.
The weak additional spot is a multiple reflection arti-
fact. A measurement of the Bragg positional sensitiv-
ity in and out of the principal interaction plane is
shown in Fig. 9. In the plane a good approximation to
a sinc function with 21 -gm width is obtained, which is
near the expected width for this experimental geome-
try.
The measurement was obtained by translating the
Fresnel volume hologram and measuring the resulting
diffraction efficiency. However, when the hologram
was rotated in the plane, and any residual translation
was compensated, a diffraction efficiency was mea-
sured that was essentially independent of angle, as
expected for these angularly diverse volume holo-
grams. Out of the interaction plane the Fresnel holo-
gram diffraction efficiency was quite insensitive to the
hologram position. However, the position of the dif-
fracted focused spot translated across the detector
array as the hologram was moved, indicating that the
holographic interconnection was space invariant in
this dimension. A Fresnel hologram that is thick in
relation to the separation between planes produces a
vertically widening impulse response as the out-of-
plane offset is increased due to different offset magni-
fications at different hologram depths. This feature
needs to be considered when selecting a 2-D neuron
array topology for use with the Fresnel hologram inter-
connection scheme.
An optical neural network interconnection pattern
requires many point sources to be imaged to many
other virtual sources, and the Fresnel hologram was
tested in this application by using lenslet arrays for the
optical sources. A line array of real sources produced
by a 1-D lenslet array was interconnected to a 2-D
array of virtual sources that was produced by imaging
the focal plane of a lenslet array through and beyond
the volume hologram. In this N - N2 interconnection
experiment approximately fifty sources were intercon-
nected with a 50 X 50 array of output focal spots,
thereby implementing more than 105 holographic in-
terconnection lenses. A small portion of the diffracted
output plane produced by this hologram when it was
illuminated by the object wave is shown in Fig. 10.
This looks almost identical to the image of the lenslet
array produced by the object beam, and no fanning
artifacts like those shown in Fig. 8 are visible. This is
because the diffraction efficiency of each interconnec-
tion hologram is extremely small in this case, and the
weak fanning artifacts produced by different sources
do not add up constructively.
Adaptive holographic interconnection networks
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(a)
Fig. 10. Diffracted output produced by an N - N 2 lensless holo-
graphic interconnecton.
must be able to represent bipolar weights and to de-
crease interconnection strengths, so selective erasure
was examined as one possible technique that can be
used for both these purposes. To show that Fresnel
gratings could be selectively erased, Bi1 2Si0 2 0 was used
as the holographic recording medium so that photovol-
taic effects could be eliminated, and faster response
times could be obtained. A piezoelectric mirror was
used to phase modulate an object beam with a r phase
shift increment. Interconnection gratings were built
up with one phase, then the object phase was shifted,
and the diffraction efficiency of the reference beam
into the object focal spot was measured as the holo-
gram was erased and rewritten with a r phase shift.
Because different wavelength probe beams cannot be
used to measure the diffraction efficiency of Fresnel
holograms, the object beam and diffracted beam were
alternatively chopped in a nonoverlapping fashion to
measure the diffraction efficiency seen by the refer-
ence beam as a function of time. An example of this
type of selective erasure process is shown in Fig. 11(b),
and it is to be compared with the incoherent erasure
that was obtained by blocking the reference beam as
shown in Fig. 11(a). The selective erasure was much
faster than the incoherent erasure process, or the writ-
ing process after the previous grating was erased, be-
cause the incoherent erasure and phase shifted writing
are cooperating processes during selective erasure,
while they are competing processes when writing the
hologram. The phase could be repetitively shifted by
ir as shown in Fig. 11(c), and a succession of out-of-
phase gratings can be written and erased. Other grat-
ings within the crystal were not erased any faster with
this phase shifted reference approach than they were
normally by incoherent erasure, which demonstrates
that selective erasure of the Fresnel hologram is occur-
ring throughout the volume of the crystal.
Polarization switching diffraction can be demon-
strated in Bi1 2SiO20 by writing a grating in the 110
direction.27 The propagating eigenmodes are circular
without an applied field, because of optical activity,
and the right mode can be coupled to the left mode
(b)
(c)
Fig. 11. Erasure processes in Bi1 2SiO2 0: (a) incoherent erasure
process; (b) selective erasure process using a r phase shifted refer-
ence and the phase shift signal; (c) repetitive r phase shift writing
and erasure (1 s/div).
through the off diagonal tensor components of a pho-
torefractively induced pertubation grating. Right cir-
cularly polarized expanding spherical reference waves
were interfered with right circularly polarized focusing
object beams to record polarization switching Fresnel
volume holograms in a properly rotated Bi12SiO2 0 crys-
tal. The diffracted field focused to the object beam
focal spot, and the polarization state was analyzed with
a properly rotated quarterwave plate and polarizer,
and it was found to be very nearly orthogonal to the
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polarization of the input object beam. The orthogo-
nality of these modes can be improved by careful align-
ment of the crystal axes with respect to the principal
interaction plane, but perfect orthogonality is proba-
bly impossible with a Fresnel hologram because of the
angular diversity of the birefringent gratings. When
99% of the object beam can be filtered with this polar-
ization filtering scheme, a 5% diffraction efficiency
hologram results in a 20% feedthrough of the undif-
fracted light measured with respect to the diffracted
polarization switched light. This suppression ratio of
the undiffracted beam must be improved if the polar-
ization multiplexed architecture is to be used for a
backpropagation network, so that the undiffracted
phase conjugate reference will not corrupt the diffract-
ed backpropagating error.
VI. System Requirements
A complete two-layer system, illustrated in Fig. 12,
requires a high speed method of entering data for
pattern transformation processing and another means
of introducing the backward-propagating error signals
for the learning phase. Probably the best approach to
high speed data entry at the back end of the system is a
sparse parallel laser diode array or a fiber-optic input
array, demagnified onto the first layer nonlinear etalon
array which is operated in the bistable regime. In this
manner the subthreshold coherent bias beams trans-
mitted by each addressed device can be modulated by
the data signals, thereby using the input nonlinear
Fabry-Perot etalon array as a high speed incoherent to
coherent converter with memory. At the final layer of
the system error signals need to be computed and
injected back into the system with the appropriate
polarization or wavelength and the phase shift or tim-
ing needed to represent the sign of the error. The
system can be designed with either optical or electronic
error detection and generation circuitry at the output
to introduce the backpropagating error. Optical sub-
traction techniques can be considered for an optical
approach to teaching the system. Image subtraction
using a phase conjugated Michelson interferometer2 8
appears to be a promising approach for this application
since it produces subtracted fields with the appropri-
ate phase shift to represent the sign of the error, with-
out the accurate phase adjustments required by other
Paral el
Input LD
Rrray NLFP NLFF
Vo ue
Ho I 0 g ram
Imag ing/
Lens
interferometric approaches to image subtraction. Al-
ternatively, since the computational load required at
the output is relatively minor, optical detectors can be
combined with electronic subtraction from the target
vector to generate the bipolar error vector, which can
be applied to a spatial light modulator at the output to
introduce the backpropagating error. When the num-
ber of outputs of the pattern transformation procedure
is <1000, they can be arrayed in a linear format which
allows the utilization of high speed linear detector
arrays for output, and the utilization of linear spatial
light modulators, to introduce the backward-propa-
gating error signals.
The fan-out capability of each layer is determined
by the gain of the nonlinear devices, the holographic
diffraction efficiency, and the polarization component
throughput, and it will dictate an information collaps-
ing network architecture. For example, if the product
of optical efficiencies is only 3%, a network with 30,000-
bit input pattern vectors might be processed by 1000
hidden units that communicate with thirty output de-
vices, which simplifies the error generation process at
the output. The ability of the system to process large
amounts of data in parallel at a very high speed is
limited by the electronic addressing of the input array,
and the output photodetector array readout time, and
not by the intervening optical system, because of the
extremely fast response achievable with nonlinear eta-
lons and the almost instantaneous optical interconnec-
tion delay. The optical power requirements of the
system are primarily dictated by the first layer of non-
linear etalons, since there are many more in this layer
than in the succeeding layers for a collapsing network.
The first-layer etalons are not bidirectional and can be
optimized to have a low switching energy. Bistable
nonlinear etalons have been operated with a 3-pJ
switching energy at a rate of -100 MHz,29 which leads
to a power requirement of 0.4-mW/etalon or 12 W for
30,000 input etalons. Only a portion of this power is
dissipated within the nonlinear etalons, and a heat
dissipation requirement of only a few watts per cm2
should be achievable with forced air or liquid cooling
techniques. Most of this power is supplied by a high
power coherent pump beam that is used to bias each
bistable device just below the bistable loop, and -10%,
or 40 ,gW, is required per laser or fiber-optic input to
Volume PCM BEP SLM
Hologram H 99 Detector
NLFP Tar
Imaging Vec or
Lens
PCM
Fig. 12. Complete system for two-layer backpropagation optical learning including massively parallel input laser array and electronic error
detection at the output. LD = laser diode (or fiber optics), NLFP = nonlinear Fabry-Perot, PCM = phase conjugate mirror, BEP SLM = spa-
tial light modulator for backward-propagating error.
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the network. The backpropagating neurons will re-
quire more optical power because the dual functions of
the bidirectional cavities conflict with the require-
ments for a low power device. Since there are not as
many hidden and output devices as input devices the
systems power requirements are primarily dictated by
the size of the input array.
The forward-propagating signal can be a narrow
pulse since the response of GaAs nonlinear Fabry-
Perot etalon is determined by the peak power incident.
In this case the backward-propagating error signal can
be either pulsed or cw. In the pulsed mode the PCM
would need to have practically instantaneous re-
sponse, such as a nonlinear optical semiconductor
might provide, and the forward- and backward-propa-
gating pulses could be time jittered so they do not
overlap in the volume hologram, but the phase conju-
gate reference and the backward-propagating error
pulse would overlap within the crystal, thereby expos-
ing a hologram. Alternatively, the backward-propagat-
ing error signal could be a low power cw beam that
would not have a high enough peak power to nonlinear-
ly modify the index within the Fabry-Perot etalons,
and the forward-propagating pulse could be turned
into a quasi cw phase conjugated reference by using a
photorefractive crystal-based PCM which has a slow
integrated response. The Fabry-Perot etalons would
need to have a slow relaxation time of the nonlinearly
shifted index (this requires long carrier life times and
should lead to lower etalon switching energies); thus
the probe beam would have the appropriate response
for most of the interval between pulses of the forward
beams. In this case the holographic exposure would
be due to the time integral of the cw waves in the
volume hologram, and the orthogonally polarized and
pulsed forward-propagating beam would not contrib-
ute significantly to the hologram exposure.
VII. Conclusion
The 3-D storage capacity of volume holograms al-
lows the construction of huge globally interconnected
multilayer optical networks which are well beyond the
projected capabilities of alternative technologies.
The optical system seems well matched to the bidirec-
tional requirements of a backpropagation learning sys-
tem because of the intrinsically reciprocal nature of
optical interconnections. Error driven learning oper-
ations, such as backpropagation, should be able to
compensate for many of the technological flaws inher-
ent to an optical implementation by adaptively sensing
the misbehavior of the system and driving it in the
appropriate direction necessary to overcome its imper-
fections. The nonideal optical implementation of a
backpropagation network may actually have improved
performance over that of an idealized digital simula-
tion because noise will always be present in the system,
helping it to avoid shallow local minima, and pushing
the interconnection matrix away from solution bound-
aries. Imperfections of the holographic interconnec-
tion will help the system perform symmetry breaking,
which the idealized model cannot perform spontane-
ously. The simultaneous self-aligning and learning of
the optical system make this approach to multilayer
optical neural processing experimentally feasible and
allow the implementation of complicated systems that
could not be completely specified a priori but can be
learned and modified as the desired processing opera-
tion slowly changes. The slow learning of the holo-
graphic crystals combined with the extremely high
speed processing of the nonlinear etalons gives this
system an enormous throughput potential and the ca-
pability for solving complicated cognitive problems.
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